Quantification of Adeno-Associated Virus Aggregation Using
Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation
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Introduction
Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are increasingly used for gene therapy due to their versatility and safety. They can be loaded
with DNA or RNA and delivered to a specific cell type, with the goal being to treat or cure disease [1]. One of the biggest concerns
for manufacturing a uniform AAV suspension is the presence of viral aggregates, which can create problems with transduction
efficiency, biodistribution, and immunogenicity [2]. Due to their large size, often over 100 nm in diameter, AAV aggregates are
challenging to separate and characterize by column-based chromatography techniques such as size exclusion chromatography.
In this application note, we present data on separation of AAVs and their aggregates using Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow
Fractionation (AF4) and measurement of their radius of gyration (Rg or Root Mean Square radius, R.M.S.) by Multi Angle Light
Scattering (MALS). A schematic for the AF4 channel is shown in Figure 1. The combination of cross flow and channel flow causes
size separation over the course of the analysis, with smaller particles eluting before larger particles, including aggregates. As the
particles are eluted from the channel they flow sequentially through the connected detectors.
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Figure 1: Principle of Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation.

Experimental Details and Results
An AAV sample was divided into two aliquots; one aliquot was stressed
to induce aggregation, creating two samples with different degrees of
aggregation, called here “non-stressed” and “stressed”. To separate by size
and characterize the AAVs and their aggregates, an AF4 system (Postnova
AF2000) was used with two detectors monitoring the eluting sample. Firstly,
a Postnova 21-angle Multi Angle Light Scattering detector (MALS, PN3621)
for measuring the Rg of AAVs and their aggregates; and secondly a UV/Vis
detector (PN3211) which is sensitive to virus concentration and can be used
to calculate the relative amount of aggregate present compared to AAV
monomer. A carrier solution of 1x phosphate buffered saline was used in
the experiments.
Figure 2: Structure of an Adeno-Associated Virus.
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The UV response for the two AAV samples is shown in Figure 3. The AAV monomer elutes first, around 5 - 10 minutes
for both samples. The aggregate elutes later, around 30 - 35 minutes. The relative amount of aggregate is calculated by
integrating the area under the UV-peaks. For the non-stressed sample, the aggregate was present at 6.1 %, and for the
stressed sample the aggregate was present at 23.7 %.

Figure 3: UV-based fractogram (black and red traces) overlaid with Rg values (black and red dots) for two different AAV samples.

In Figure 4, the MALS response is plotted as the black and red traces, with Rg calculated at each time point and plotted as black
and red dots. The monomers have measured sizes consistent with most AAVs, around 15 - 30 nm in radius. The aggregates in the
non-stressed AAV sample are monodisperse, with an Rg around 80 nm. For the stressed AAV, there is substantial polydispersity
in the aggregate size, ranging from about 40 nm to 120 nm in radius.

Figure 4: Radii of gyration (R.M.S.) plotted across representative fractograms for the AAVs using AF4-MALS.

Conclusion
From the data presented here, we see that AF4-MALS-UV can separate and size large AAV aggregates, and discern a difference
in aggregate concentration due to the stressing protocol. Most size exclusion chromatography columns would filter out some
or all aggregates this large, resulting in incorrect determination of the aggregate content or even the false conclusion that no
aggregates are present.
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